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GOING OUT 
IN PARIS

IN WINTER
King Lear

Comédie Française

All kinds of shows
At the Supersonic Pub

Exhibition Black Indians from
New Orleans

at  the Quai Branly Museum
King Lear, one of
Shakespeare’s most famous
tragedies, is played by Denis
Podalydes at the Comédie
Française until February 26. 
In French, prices from 10€.

Free rock concerts between 7 and 11
PM, soul, funk, 80's disco, french
pop... nights for 5€, between 11PM
and 6AM! The ideal place to listen to
good music with friends and to
discover the parisian nightlife!

Until January 23: a tribute to the
creativity of African-Americans from
Louisiana through Black Indians
parades. A mix of historical versiges,
astonishing costumes and
contemporary art.

OUR 
LATEST
ARTICLES

The Gen Z, a generation 
of procrastinators? 

Research is always useful, 
but only for whom finances it

Liberals' guilty cowardice 
before the far right wing

In her brillant first article, Océane
Gilmard analyses why the younger
generation is often accused of
procrastinating. A necessary fight
against clichés about this simplistic
observation. 

In a precise and documented article,
Sofia El Mountassir show how private
funding permeates scientific research
to serve the interest of industrial
corporations, at the expense of our
society.

In this column, Odysséas-Dimitrios
Théorodou states the political
responsibility of our liberal European
leaders in the assumotion of power
of the extreme right. A worrying and
realistic view on the current events. 

LAST
MONTH'S

NEWS

Revolution in Iran: 
Towards women's emancipation ?

EU Agreement against deforestation 

International recognition for the
baguette

After two months of protests, 448
deaths and 18 000 imprisonments,
Iranian women get their first victory. On
December, the 4th, the general
attorney announced the abolishment of
the morality police, responsible for the
assassination of Mahsa Amini and
women's repression in the country. 

After being acused by WWF of being the
2nd destructor of tropical forests due to its
imports, the European Union signed an
ambitious agreement aiming at prohibiting
the imports of products contributing to
deforestation (cocoa, coffee, soya...). The
agreement also includes guarantees for
the defense of native people.

The "artisanal know-how and culture
of the baguette bread" are now part of
the UNESCO "intangible cultural
heritage list. A recognition well
received by bakers, who hope that it
will revive the attractiveness of the
job.
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